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Counterfeit goods account for 7% of global trade
◦ $461B (2013), $991B est. (2022)

Organized crime thrive on counterfeit goods
Substandard goods – can pose a threat to public
safety and erode brand reputation and goodwill
$650B/year projected value of global trade of
counterfeit and pirated goods
Nearly 90% of counterfeit goods from China
Est job losses: 2-2.6M (2013), 4.2-4.5M est. (2022)

◦ 45.5M jobs directly/indirectly supported by IP industry

It’s Dangerous

◦ Counterfeit goods use cheap, substandard, and dangerous
components that endanger consumers
◦ Support organized crime, drug trafficking and/or terrorists

Your identity may be at risk

◦ Counterfeit websites may steal your identity or payment info
and/or install malware on your computer

Counterfeiters do not pay taxes or pay their
employees a fair wage or benefits
◦ Most employ child labor

Counterfeiters seek to profit from legitimate
companies’ R&D, marketing and goodwill – leads to
higher prices for consumers

Regarding counterfeit airplane, automobile parts,
brake pads, etc.

◦ Deaths resulting from counterfeits products among the
G20 economies cost over USD $18B each year
◦ More than USD $125 million is spent to treat injuries

G20 loses 2.5 million jobs annually
Leads to weak IP protection
May discourage foreign direct investment
Affects our work and our jobs!

Counterfeit goods = “a spurious mark that is identical
with, or substantially indistinguishable from, a
registered mark.”
◦ an unauthorized copy of a genuine article

TRIPS definition = any goods, including packaging,
bearing without authorization a trademark which is
identical to the trademark validly registered in respect
of such goods, or which cannot be distinguished in its
essential aspects from such a trademark and which
thereby infringes the rights of the owner of the
trademark in question under the law of the country of
importation

Gray market goods = goods that are legitimately
sold abroad under a particular trademark and
then imported into the United States and sold in
competition with goods offered by the trademark
owner.
◦ AKA parallel imports

Trademark infringement under the Lanham Act
Unfair competition under the Lanham Act and
applicable state law
Trademark dilution under the Lanham Act and
applicable state law
Copyright remedies may be available for some gray
market goods and/or counterfeit actions
Statutory damages under the PRO-IP Act of $1,000
and $100,000 per “counterfeit mark,” and up to
$2,000,000 per counterfeit mark for willful
infringement

State trademark infringement actions may be
available

State copyright infringement actions may be
available

State unfair competition actions may be available
◦ Consult your state statutes

Trafficking in counterfeit goods is a Federal crime
◦ Traffic
◦ Intent
◦ Knowledge the mark is counterfeit

Can be combined with other criminal statutes
◦ Criminal copyright infringement

D can be fined not more than $2M* or imprisoned
not more than 10 years or both

◦ If not an individual, fine is not more than $5M

For willful TM counterfeiting or piracy on
commercial scale (except Chile)
Remedies: imprisonment and/or fines sufficient to
deter
Judicial authorities can:
◦ Order seizure
◦ Order forfeiture

Authorities have ex officio authority for copyright
and TM counterfeiting
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Luxury Goods
Headwear
Clothing
Car and Motorcycle Parts
Consumer Products

◦ Stationery, Backpacks, Key Rings, Customs, Party Items

Pharmaceuticals
Cosmetics
Beverages
Raw Materials
Software
Music

El Salvador March 1, 2006
Honduras and Nicaragua April 1, 2006
Guatemala July 1, 2006
Costa Rica January 1, 2009

Chile 2004
Peru 2009
CAFTA 2009
◦
◦
◦
◦

Colombia 2012
Panama 2012
USMCA 2018

Border enforcement available for all counterfeit TM
goods
Applications may not require overly burdensome info
submission requirements that deter recourse
Authorities have ex officio authority to enforce
Authorities act against imports, goods moving intransit
Authorities can disclose to the right holder info about
the importer, consignee, consignor & quantity
Counterfeit goods shall be destroyed
Counterfeit goods shall not be re-exported

Counterfeit medicine is growing concern in the
developing world, especially Asia, Africa and
LatAm
Annual deaths due to fake drugs: 1 million
Est. annual counterfeit drugs sales: $200B
Annual loss to legitimate drug makers: $230.8 B
Reports suggest that 10-30% of all medicine are
counterfeit

◦ Due to strong demand for affordable prescription drugs
◦ Strong ties to organized crime

WHO reports 1 in 10 medicines sold are fakes
◦ May reach 7/10 in some countries

May contain contaminants (rat poison), toxins, the
wrong or no active ingredient.
May have the right active ingredient but at the
wrong dose.
Dangerous to a patient’s health

UK, 2006: individuals linked to Hezbollah
involved in trafficking Viagra
US, 2007-2008: 149 deaths from the fake blood
thinner heparin
Niger, 1996: 3000 deaths from fake meningitis
inoculation
EU, 2008: EU customs blocked 3200 attempts to
import fake medicines
Sub-Saharan Africa and SE Asia: 650,000 deaths
each year from fake malaria drugs

Aside from safety issues…
If a consumer’s experience with a brand is a
counterfeit good, the affects can be damaging
Product/service does not perform as expected
Brand promise not fulfilled
If there was harm/danger – public relations issue

Low cost high technology
Globalization and lower trade barriers
Consumer attitudes
Expansion of trade channels
Powerful worldwide brands
Weak international/national enforcement
High tariffs and taxes

Avoid whack a mole
Every company/brand has budget limitations
Focus on what enforcement strategy will provide the
biggest bang for your buck

◦ Strategic products, countries, problem areas
◦ Instead of going after every infringer, go after large players in
court and address others with C&D letters
◦ Can you secure fame/well-known status?

First, make sure your trademarks are registered with
CBP

◦ If marks are not registered, do gap filing projects
◦ If you are manufacturing in/doing business in China, must
have trademark to get products out

Filing strategies
First, make sure your trademarks where you
intend to enforce
Second, make sure the marks are recorded with
CPB and local customs authorities

◦ If marks are not registered, do gap filing projects
◦ If you are manufacturing in/doing business in China,
must have trademark to get products out

Sourcing
Manufacturing
Supply chain
Distribution channels

How will your company authenticate real
product?
◦
◦
◦
◦

Authorized distributors, licensees

Hotline/customer service for all complaints
Training for all staff

Evaluate the quality, quantity and cost when
seizing products

◦ Pay a lot for small seizures
◦ Collaborate with competitive brands
◦ Evaluate factors to determine what makes strategic sense

Diversify enforcement tactics
◦ Criminal v. Civil v. Administrative

Training for all staff/law enforcement
Point person for all seizure requests/investigation
requests

Full time job – whack a mole
Services exist to help monitor online marketplaces
and other platforms
Distinguish between authorized use and
counterfeit goods
Set up network of local resources (for
international brands)
Conduct annual review of all online marketplaces
and social media sites

eBay is the gold standard of assisting IP owners
address rights violations through its VeRO
(Verified Rights Owner) program
Here’s how it works:

◦ You can submit your complaint by filling a simple form
that you must sign under penalty of perjury
◦ eBay will usually shut down the seller’s page if you have
proper foundation for the complaint
◦ See http://pages.ebay.com/seller-center/listing-andmarketing/verified-rights-owner-program.html

Amazon has an anticounterfeiting policy, see here:
https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/G
201165970?language=en_US
Amazon also has a brand registry for rights
holders
◦ Requirements:
Active trademark registration
Ability to verify yourself as the rights owner
An amazon account

Report infringement form

Alibaba claims it cooperates with brand owners to
enforce IP rights through its take down notice
programs
◦ Allows for removal of listings

In 2017, Alibaba claims it gave 1900 tips to law
enforcement
◦ Resulting in arrests of 1600 people
◦ Shutting down of 1300 websites

IP owners still claim the platform is rampant with
infringement and counterfeit goods

Strategic decision – sends a message
Before you sue, investigate thoroughly to avoid
PR backlash
What are the IPR causes of action?
In a foreign jurisdiction – all WTO members must
have criminal penalties & procedures available
Do you need injunctive relief?
What is the goal?

◦ Damages can fund other anticounterfeiting efforts

Luxury blue jean maker DIESEL has been a victim
of counterfeiters and it was recently reported it
opened its own pop up store in NYC with
branded goods DEISEL targeted at those who
might buy counterfeit goods

◦ Diesel says these are limited edition, designer goods
◦ Notice the intentional mis-spelling

In July 2018, UK luxury fashion house Burberry
came under fire for burning $36 million worth of
merchandise to guard against counterfeiting
Burberry contends the destruction was the result
of a terminated license and to ensure its supply
chain remains in tact
Critics argue that Burberry shows no respect its
own product and the hard work and natural
resources that go into making them
What do you think?

On April 13, LAPD raided a flea market and
seized $700,000 worth of counterfeit luxury
cosmetics
Consumers complained to the actual companies of
skin breakouts
Fake cosmetics were tainted with high level of
bacteria and feces
Widely reported across news outlets
6 vendors were arrested; 15 cited

Large sporting events target for counterfeiters
Counterfeit tickets and merchandise
Buyer beware

◦ Purchase tickets only through authorized resellers
◦ Purchase merchandise only through authorized resellers

Do not buy from street vendors, flea markets, or other
questionable sources
Beware of low prices, ripped out tags, or other markings

Sporting events around the world are targets for
counterfeiters
In the U.S., the Super Bowl is a target – both from a
merchandise standpoint as well as the tickets
Authorities always recommend sports fans buy their tickets
from authorized ticket sellers and only buy merchandise from
authorized resellers
In June 2018, Argentinian authorities arrested 4 men and 2
women for transported fake world cup trophies
◦ They contained cocaine and weed

In 2016, INTA reported a significant raid of near
40,000 goods worth over USD $1.8 M worth of
automotive, aerospace and industrial parts
Involved 6 months of investigative monitoring
Led to a withdrawal of the products from the
marketplace
Increased consumer safety

In 2014, an individual was detained for
warehousing more than 71,000 high fashion
brands, from China

◦ All intended to be sold in Santiago
◦ Street value was more than USD $900,000
◦ Mostly shoes – safety risk – lack of support, structure

March 2017 – largest seizures in Chilean history

◦ 238,000 counterfeit FILA sneakers from China seized
◦ Value in excess of USD $1M
◦ To be sold in Chile and the rest of South America

In February 2018, a clandestine tequila distillery
was shut down
71,000 liters of beverage intended to flavored as
tequila discovered to have high levels of methane
Product was seized before consumers were
harmed
Perpetrators can receive up to 10 years in prison

In 2011, Apple was the target of counterfeiters
when a fake “Apple” store appeared in China to
coincide with the launch of a new iPhone version

◦ Apple only has one official store in China and 5
authorized dealers

Penfolds is a premium wine brand from Australia

◦ Typical price is $120-$595 per bottle depending on year
◦ The online marketplace Alibaba as well as pubs and
karaoke bars were selling it for $40/btl
◦ China is one of Penfolds fastest growing markets
◦ Penfolds complained and an investigation ensued
◦ 50,000 bottles were seized towards the end of March

In July 2018, Swarovski won a preliminary
injunction against 250 alleged counterfeiters
Alleged counterfeiters in other countries are
conspiring to steer traffic away from online stores
selling Swarovski’s genuine product
Fake online stores are linked to eBay and Alibaba
Under the order Swarovski can continue to the
halt placed on the accused counterfeiters’
production, marketing and sale of the fake
products
Seeking $2M per infringement in damages

In July 2018, veterinary drugs worth RWF 24M
were impounded
Drugs were illegal, counterfeit and past expiration
date

◦ Dangerous, poisonous, hazardous to livestock
◦ Rwanda livestock is facing two threats:
Tick-borne illness
Prevent loss of cattle

Punishment in Rwanda: prison time of 6mos1year + fine of RWF 1M-5M

In July 2018, the EU seized over 360 tons of
pesticides
Pesticides are a highly regulated product
EU estimates more than EUR 1.3B is lost to
counterfeit pesticides/year
Involved TM, ©, and patent infringement IPRs,
along with illegal trade of pesticides
Seizure was done in cooperation with private
industry, European and international gov’t bodies

Order the infringer to pay rights holders damages
Order infringer to pay rights holders profits
Order payment to prevailing party court costs,
fees, attorneys’ fees
Order seizure
Order destruction of infringing goods
Order destruction of implements used in
manufacture of infringing goods

What is blockchain?

◦ Digital data structure for verifying and recording transactions
using computer network
◦ Each entry (block) is connected to the previous entry
◦ Secured with cryptography
◦ Makes the ledger (data) resistant to modification

It is expensive
Each block holds a miniscule amount of data
What if the data input is fake
Garbage in/garbage out?
Regulations re: use
Not yet vetted by CBP

Limitations of blockchain
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Blockchain and IP generally
◦ Idea generation

Aside from patent protection, blockchain could help where
companies are hesitant to file for patent protection and record a
time stamp resolving legal issues of who was first

◦ Ownership and licensing

Blockchain could keep chains of title current and allow licenses to
be recorded automatically, saving on costly litigation

◦ Anticounterfeiting

Blockchain could offer a transparent environment where it would
be impossible to duplicate products
TM manufacturers would create their own registers and monitor
their supply chains
Technology can track stolen goods, fraudulent transactions, goods
that are diverted from intended destination (gray market goods)

Counterfeit goods are on the rise, not on the
decline
As consumers and businesses, we should all be
concerned about this terrible industry that feeds
off others’ intellectual property assets and goal is
to cheat consumers, costing us all in the end
Whenever you have the choice, choose to support
the legitimate business
This supports all of us and our clients!

Email: ttrainer@globalipsc.com
Tel: 202-213-0114

Tim Trainer, Esq.

Thank You!
Stacey Kalamaras, Esq.
Email: sck@klolegal.com
Tel: 708-320-2033

